PRESS RELEASE

Pedersen & Partners promotes Eva Alberte to Country Manager for Latvia
January 28, 2019 – Riga, Latvia. Pedersen & Partners, a leading international Executive Search firm with 57
wholly owned offices in 53 countries, has announced that Eva Alberte has been promoted to the position of
Country Manager for Latvia. Evita Lune has been leading the Latvian office since its establishment in 2004 and
will now be taking on a more international role focusing on leading the firm’s FinTech practice.
Eva Alberte joined Pedersen & Partners in 2012 with an impressive track record of senior leadership experience
in Human Resources, having served as the HR Director for EY Baltics, Head of HR at Parex and HR and
Administration Director at Aldaris, Carlsberg Group. Over the past seven years in the firm, Ms. Alberte has
developed a solid client portfolio through the successful implementation of search assignments and has
established long-term relationships and strong networks within Finance, FMCG, Telecom, Automotive, Logistics,
and Pharmaceutical sectors.
While Eva Alberte leads the Latvia office, Evita Lune, Partner who drives the firm’s Global Digital Economy will
be focusing her efforts in three areas: further strengthening of the regional offices in Poland, the Baltics and
Belarus; leading Pedersen & Partners’ FinTech practice and strategic participation in the global Pedersen &
Partners’ Board.
“We have been working together with Eva for almost a decade and I have full confidence in her
ability to lead our Latvian team and maintain the level of trust and quality to which our clients are
accustomed. This is a well-deserved promotion due to Eva’s focus on our clients’ goals, thorough
project management and execution, and team leadership abilities. As for myself, I will be able to
focus on strategic issues, such as developing our regional presence in the Baltics, Poland and
Belarus, and further advancing our Global Digital Economy and, in particular, our FinTech
practice,” announced Evita Lune, Partner at Pedersen & Partners.
“In my years with the company, it has been exciting to witness its strength and growth across the
globe and see how Pedersen & Partners is valued by clients and partners. It is an honor to
continue my contribution to the firm in this new role, and I’m committed to making sure that the
Latvian office remains the top choice partner in executive search for international and local
businesses in Latvia,” said Eva Alberte, Country Manager for Latvia at Pedersen & Partners.

Pedersen & Partners is a leading international Executive Search firm. We operate 57 wholly owned offices in 53 countries across Europe,
the Middle East, Africa, Asia & the Americas. Our values Trust, Relationship and Professionalism apply to our interaction wit h clients as well
as executives. More information about Pedersen & Partners is available at www.pedersenandpartners.com
If you would like to conduct an interview with a representative of Pedersen & Partners, or have other media-related requests, please
contact: Anastasia Alpaticova, Marketing and Communications Manager at: anastasia.alpaticova@pedersenandpartners.com

